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Foreword
 
One of  the things I miss from the first COVID lockdown in 
Ontario is the quietness that surrounded me.  The constant 
hum of  traffic from the highway was no longer there in the 
background of  my day, nor was the ventilation system and 
projector fan above my head blowing noise my way for hours 
on end.  The silence dropped hard.  There were other sounds 
to be heard, of  course, but not what I’d consider noise: bird 
song, leaves rustling, footsteps, quiet conversations…peace.  In 
the busy and noisy world to which I’ve returned, I’ve learned to 
appreciate those times when silence is light and renewing.
 
Often, though, silence can be heavy and sad: wanting to say 
something but lacking courage; the space left hanging after 
angry words; waiting for that expected phone call; or knowing 
that a phone call will never come again.

The work in our seventh volume reminds us of  these times 
where silence is predominant.  I encourage you to find your fa-
vourite quiet spot and let these words and images fill your soul 
as they have mine.

Thank you to this issue’s contributors for your continued sup-
port and trust in Paddler Press with your creations as we share 
them with the world. 

Happy Paddling,

Deryck N. Robertson
EIC, Paddler Press 
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Reunion

 Eric Abalajon

On the pulpit, a representative thanks 
everyone for their time and goes on 

to announce which family’s turn is it 
to pose with the marble casket. Quick 

and without smiles, the altar as backdrop, 
people awkwardly finding their place 

to fit into the frame—as instructions echo 
over the music. Gratitude expressed 

to the siblings who left and supported 
those who stayed. Finally, a decent house 

made of  concrete, borne out of  this 
coordination where the departed has spent 

their twilight years in peace. Special 
mention too are for the grandkids, taken as his 

own because of  distance, in turn helping him 
walk or eat or kept entertained by conversation. 

A gathering of  many faces only 
the church can accommodate, witness to

how the years have changed them or how 
they resisted. A tear or two are shed, often 

behind dark glasses, but the service is oddly festive.
An occasion set by grief, but a homecoming 

nonetheless. 
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Café

 Nolcha Fox

Tucked into a breath 
between a barbershop
and newsstand,
a wedge of  calm
unfazed by scissor snips
and prying eyes,
this café is refuge
to old men 
sipping coffee.
The waitress walks
on soundless shoes.
Silence is the space
between quarters
on the counter. 
Silence is the sun
sparkling off  the tip jar.
Within these doors,
hush is heaven.
A café that is hidden
from the bedlam of  the day.
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Above the Chadakoin River

 John Brantingham

He watches 
the leaf  turning 
over on its way 

down to the river.
It lands 
and then floats, 

and it reminds him 
of  something dimly, 
some childhood 

memory that is 
more longing
than image or sound. 

When the leaf  
disappears 
under his bridge 

even the emotion 
is gone. He watches 
for the leaf  

to float out 
the other side, 
but it never does.
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Corners of  the Mind

 Dave Maze

Expansion is outward
Yet, expanding inwards.

Don’t fear corners of  the
Mind.
       Worry.
Trauma.
       Unknown.
Darkness.
       Abyss.

Silence.

Welcomed by observers.

To notice, not judge.
To let go, not grudge.

To find equanimity
on a roller coaster
Is to be the architect 
of  the ride.
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A Jackass Learns to Call Them Groundhogs Now

 Mitchell Nobis

At 14—with a plume of  dust
a football field high & wide
behind me—I learned to drive. I
ground the gears of  a decrepit grain 
truck again & again, barreling the empty 
red behemoth up & down the lanes 
between fields. 

 Corn to the east.
 Beans to the west.
 Curious birds darting.

The truck’s wooden walls rattled 
like bones put back to work.
Dad had given me instructions, had
demonstrated the how-to before he 
hopped out to head back up to the farm. 

 Stay until you got it.
 Don’t drive over crops. 
 If  you see a woodchuck, don’t swerve. 
 They dig holes by the creeks and 
 cause breakdowns. 
 And don’t go by the creeks.

Every summer after, when running hay 
cuttings, the woodchucks played chicken 
with my truck where the culvert goes under
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the dirt road. The rocks pinged off  the 
metal tube the frogs hid their brood under. 

 I never hit a single woodchuck, 
 not for lack of  trying.

Twenty years later, when I moved
to the suburbs, a woodchuck sat
on cracked asphalt chunks
by the side of  Farmington Road
watching shiny F-150s with 
empty beds roar by.
I watched him and the 
river valley yawning behind him,
a deep green stripe between the streets.

 I gave him the farmer wave & nod,
 and when he moved, I swerved
 away.

Book Maples

 Mitchell Nobis

The bookshelf  by the bay window
strains to hold it all in.
The sunlight is bleaching the spines—
soon it will just be a white wall,
     a mystery of  words 
waiting to burn or mold when it’s 
all done, waiting to feed the 
worms, for the words to feed the
trees that will grow in our rubble.
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Swags

 Janis La Couvée

Swags of  grey drip from the heavens

a tone on tone tableau

obscuring mountains.

A hush settles over the land

colours softer in the rain

footsteps sinking into loamy earth

even the birds are quiet.
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Daughter: A Cento

 Lauren Paré

A newborn’s heartbeat
Beside my bedside
My daughter’s eyes are blue as Georgian Bay

And here, no longer still in a crib
Are we there yet, are we there yet
Have you ever heard children’s voices

Was it a year or lives ago
Suddenly I am hollowed out, at the lip

Some say there’s nothing to be frightened of
Time heals, they say, but this appalls me yet

Past the Montessori preschool 
It is Monday and the children are laughing

Rising into the mist, smoke mingles
And maybe what was lost will return in sleep once I see
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The face carousel on the webpage of  the dead 
   
 Ren Pike

these obituary headshots all look the same
caught in a moment, eyes open
pause in the business of  wedding 
& birthing, bemused, camera taking sides

here too, is your face, just as you were, always 
ready to do the heavy lifting on someone else’s drama
now, you are the thing getting done, tomorrow, we’ll stand 
in the home, greet the few, recount the way you went, 
accepting the better-places, the at-leasts, getting slightly 
nauseous from flowers in forced bloom, stiff  
upper-lipping it, just the way you’d like

except you’re not liking anything anymore
you’re in the back lying quiet on a table, being prepped 
for the fire that will begin the erasing, and the ash 
we collect, carefully hold, will sit heavy on the mantel
us, keenly aware it is not you, it reeks of  something spent
& you, my love, will always be black spruce scented, evergreen
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On recognition

 Ren Pike

go tell 
the space station
she’s lovely
and the lesser 
satellites
tell them, too
hanging there 
in darkest 
night blinking 
speechless 
understudy
to the stars
it’s all 
reflected light
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Forgotten Spaces

 Princess Arjhel Alberto

margins 
of  a love letter

blots of  tears 
on a suicide note

a tomb 
without a name

a blinking cursor 
of  a text backspaced
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Photo Album

 Princess Arjhel Alberto

So much has changed after 
the attempt to freeze time.
Roots and boughs branched out,
seeds sprouted to tiny sages in green.

Warm and cold days departed 
only to be met again;
Joy and Sorrow graced
our numbered days. 

Wilted plants, fallen seeds, 
leaves landing to places 
they have never been. 

We grow, and outgrow ourselves.
The album has worn out and
at times, we were worn out too.
The photos will soon decompose
and will be embraced by the earth.

So will we. 
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Owl

 Annie Cowell

Our room for the night is in a dying village.
It is in a house hanging on
to a hillside above a handful
of  homes decaying with their owners.
A pair of  ancient men sit on wooden chairs
outside the solitary kafeneio, sipping sketos. 
They raise hands and nod as we drive past.
A cat lies in a puddle of  sunshine
beside them. 
There is nothing else.

The widow who owns our room
cooks us dinner. She sits with us as we eat,
watching our mouths move
as we speak, licking memories from her lips.
Moths multiply in the lamplight.

Later, alone on our tiny balcony
the sadness of  the village
creeps upon us. The lights from the few houses
are soon turned off. There are no street lights.
It is the quietest place in the world;
no traffic, no televisions, no voices.
We whisper
and then we don’t speak. The sky
presses its blackness on us. 

We are so small; inconsequential. 
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The stars grow brighter, and as our eyes adjust
with the darkness we see there is an owl.
It is watching us from a telephone wire
so close that we could almost touch it.
It wings luminesce in the faint light.
We sit together, we three,
for the longest moment, until,
with only the faintest flutter of  air
the owl leaves us alone with the night.
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Autumn Field by Princess Arjhel Alberto
Digital Art, 8 1/2” x 11”
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The Noisy Parts Removed

 Bethany Jarmul

Sitting in your not-by-choice child-less home. Praying for a mir-
acle. Staring breathless at two-lines on a pregnancy test. Holding 
hands, heads slumped, after a miscarriage. Praying for a miracle. 
Staring breathless at two-lines on a pregnancy test. Watching your 
belly grow. Holding your baby, the only way she’ll sleep. Pray-
ing for a miracle. Rejoicing noiselessly when your baby sleeps all 
night. Taking a shower with only imaginary baby cries. Noticing 
it’s too silent when your toddler is in the other room. Driving 
after dropping your child off  to kindergarten. Sleeping while 
your child is at summer camp. Relaxing on a weekend getaway to 
a child-free lodge in the woods. Trying to sleep while your child 
is at a sleepover. Watching the front door while your preteen is 
at a friend’s house. Waiting, pretending to read, when your teen-
ager stays out after prom. Waiting, not pretending to read, when 
your teenager stays out late every weekend. Praying for a miracle.   
Driving after dropping your young adult baby off  to college. Sit-
ting in your not-by-choice child-less home.
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Thirty-Six Hours Sleepless

 Helen Anderson

Hovering high
over Fuengirola like a plump dragonfly.
White sea-haze surges between citrus turrets and towers.
Black peaks at my back.

Shift of  shadows.     Stop-motion   animation.
Everything below    a passing    suggestion.

Like the curvilinear sketch  I imagine into
     a sail
Like the dark silhouettes   I need to label:
     Cypress Trees
     (Just Like in The Bible)

Dipping, 
tail-first,
through 
pine-needled 
    air.
Even strong fragile wings must finally come to
    rest.

Balancing    the bulb  of  my cold glass of  wine. 
    Rivulets  of  my eyes’ reflection
    running   
    down 
    its stem.
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Thinking   Call Mum
then   
remembering suddenly  
again    and  
wondering   who to tell
all this   to,  
now.   
  

American Family by Fred Johnson
Digital Image, 7187 x 4797 pixels
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Quiet

 Jennifer Frankum

I was quiet for so long
my words seem often
an affront to silence.

The language of  the interior
appears superior
in any case.

My ailment is the insatiable naming
of  emotion, describing of  form
uttering of  metaphor—

inkslip imaginings
parade across the page.

Onlookers safely wait 
for missteps and pratfalls—

while I blithely let my heart
spill its blood.
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breath

 Scott Grigsby-Lehmann

lake’s breath held in ice
waiting for spring
to exhale
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The Talkies

 Steve Denehan

The adding of  sound
to film
was a miracle
to everyone
to almost everyone

the silent film stars rebelled
persevering
in the silence, and
while some of  them did try
“the talkies”

few made it
very few
most seeing out their days
cut adrift
on a puddle of  irrelevance

it is a surprise to me
that I can relate
to this
though maybe
it shouldn’t be
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Softly and Gently

 Steve Denehan

It was a cannonball
delivered softly and gently
to my centre and now
I sit here

in the dark
wondering
not when I will recover
but if

yesterday was Saturday
today
not another day
but another world

life is hard, is broken teeth
and broken hearts and broken minds
life is words said
words unsaid

is a cannonball
delivered softly and gently
to my centre
changing everything entirely

now there is static in the silence
and the windowpanes
they ripple
like water
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Silence please?
To the cricket in the window well

 Jean Janicke

The orchestral shell of  the metal crescent around my bedroom

window amplifies the song of  rubbing wings at decibels reserved 

for brass bands and car alarms, and I know you want to broadcast

to the widest audience, fertilize eggs before the fallen

leaves that form your stage are frosted,

but your solo is inches from my pillow,

and I have an early start tomorrow.

The condo bylaws say quiet time starts at 10

but I don’t want to report you,

news articles say insects will form my diet

but I don’t want to roast you either,

so I am just wondering, would you consider

a matinee performance?
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Eels Writhing Under Aquarium Equipment by Ellen Harrold
Watercolour on paper, 15 x 8cm (2022)
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Last Night

 Alison P. Birch

last night
we talked about life
how things have been going
croissants and coffee on Sundays
lying in bed a few extra minutes on
Mondays

you asked why I never use the blue coffee cup
or sleep on the left side
why
I sometimes sit in the shower and cry
you know the answers
you stroke my cheek

I wake and reach
touching my hand
across an empty space
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The Divorce

 Alison P. Birch

standing on the lawn
I said goodbye to you
only our little dog
to witness

our last hug
as husband
and wife

I whispered in your ear
please don’t go

you turned
and walked to your car
you didn’t look back
as a lifetime fell away

I held our puppy
silence hanging in the air
watching
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No Talking

 Sarah Nicholson

We sat quietly in the usually bustling drama studio, not in silent 
contemplation, we were allowed board games to play and books 
to read. There was the rattle of  dice and the whisper of  pages 
being turned, just no talking.

This was the annual “hush-in”, a six-hour sponsored silence the 
high school held every year for its youngest pupils. We commu-
nicated by passing notes to one another, all the time trying not 
to giggle and break the spell.

At lunchtime crisps crunched and wrappers rustled louder than 
ever before.

The teachers were vigilant, walking round, catching those who 
dared to speak, expelling them so others were not distracted.
Amazingly I lasted the course, a whole six hours of  not talking!

So why forty odd years later do I struggle with the church quiet 
morning? It is only three hours of  silent contemplation and 
prayer. A still point to untangle the knotted problems of  the 
adult world.

The notes I write are only between me and God and she 
doesn’t reply with words on the page. I am meant to listen in 
the stillness. The only words intoned are meaningful poetic 
quotes read out at set times to stir our imagination.

There’s a shuffling of  someone behind me walking along a   
labyrinth laid out on the dusty well-trod floorboards. Further 
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back I hear the clink of  spoon on coffee cup. Every tiny sound 
is amplified.

I catch the rector’s eye as we both surreptitiously slide along 
our individual pews, following the progression of  the sunlight 
from the high church windows. Silent shivering is too much of  
a penance.

I have no watch so I check my phone. Only an hour to go.
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The lullaby

 Kelsey Lister

A wildflower parade marches through my backyard- nature’s 
consolation for a sullen season. When you gave me up, I gave 
away the book- saved for dates and milestones. Underlined 
spaces for your second, first names. I was convinced I’d carry a 
child. One to inherit your vein; a daughter to be loved in threes. 
Things fell through before they fell out and the river took your 
lullabies, rearranged them downstream. Between the verses-
my baby, my baby, and all the things I couldn’t say. Before I 
sleep, I ask the sky to hang a mobile- stars and moons above 
your house. A turning constellation, alternating prayers.
One for you, a few for me.
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Blip

 Ashley J. J. White

We’d watch Mad Men and kiss
every time Don Draper took a drink.
That was the nature of  us (a game.)

The only rule: the kiss couldn’t be on the mouth
and the winner was always — simultaneously —
both of  us.

Bonus points were tallied by who could best
quiet their wants and needs,
who could float in liminal space the longest.

With no past to support resentment
and no future to breed expectation,
all that was left was the naked present.

The score was never settled,
a tiebreaker never played,
the screen froze on game seven of  the playoff  final.

And when we kissed goodbye at the airport
and swore we’d see each other again,
it was the only time we lied.
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Dead Moth Under Pillow by Ellen Harrold
Ink on paper, 7 x 16cm (2022)
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silence

 Jim Young

the length of  silence is deceiving
its depth unfathomable 
a deaf  wind outside a rumour
trees dripping into a pool
the mere breath of  a breeze
unwinds the telomere of  time
to raise one’s eyes
up and down on repeating breaths
again silence is not a thought
but an absence
the present time is as illusive 
as silence is a sentence
of  just one word

is
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noise

 Jim Young
 
 all my poems are noise
     (de-?) cerebral noise
constant not-stop noise
they pour out continuously 
     the more they pour 
         the greater the noise 
that  remains unstoppable
only by noise do we recognise silence
     listen to that
           the longed for silence
                  that never arrives
until finally it does

but by then it’s too late 
read that again - slowly
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Five a.m.

 Janna Wilson

At precisely 4:30 a.m. everyday, my dog is
shaking her head madly, loudly on the balcony
or my nocturnal son has already let her in my room and
I push her fluff  away and say, a few more minutes
and everyday, she returns to my side at 4:51 
and so we go
in summer it is light but now pitch black and
sometimes we see crows or raccoons or a coyote, occasionally
a person
but mostly just us and daybreak or maybe this is still called night
and sometimes we have to dodge the sprinklers set to 5 am watering
and one time she snatched a chocolate bar off  the ground and I had 
to google to make sure she wouldn’t die

and when we return,
sometimes my son is sitting in darkness on the couch
headphones on and watching his phone
so I only turn the kitchen light on for coffee
and sit at the corner of  the table in the half-darkness with
a book and headphones and my phone
and so we exist together apart
in quiet
and this is one of  my favourite times of  the day.
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I wait

 Janna Wilson

238 days and always I am
longing for a whisper, a cracked voice, an angry word, a
yell
anything
last night I dreamt you spoke again, you were
asking me to reach you food and
why didn’t I know even in sleep that
this couldn’t be, you don’t
even like eggs
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The Journey

 Rosanna McGlone

Beneath the bleeding sky 
The diggers heave, bend, grunt
Ramming the stubborn soil
Their spades spit ice.

In the distance, mourners murmur
Their beading lullaby, 
Condensing.

Joe with his black hat and red eyes
Stands beside the quartered crib
With sutured heart,
Focused on bare branches
cobwebbed with ice
Outstretched 
Like a baby’s hand
Spreading, Reaching, Clutching…

Joe blows his nose, 
Jiggling the tissue awkwardly
As men do,
Blinks rapidly
Eyes bright
And crunches back
To a place he has never been.
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2am

 Madhushala Senaratne

The newborn’s
2am cry drilling
through the
hush, and I
slide towards
his cradle, pull
my body up,
chest-dripping,
to feed,
 sing
lullabies soaked
in nervous
sweat, brittled
tunes taptapping
through
my lips.

And when he
sleeps, quiet as
torchlight, I
moonwalk, stained
hoodie pulled
over my nightdress,
kettle
whistling, making
tea, sit at my
desk,
 pouring
over scholarship, redrafting
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thought
past 2am, making-do
with the silence
of  the night.

Paddle Caterpillar (Acronicta funeralis) by Deryck N. Robertson
Digital Image, Algonquin Park, ON
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Waiting for the return of  March

 Daisy Solace

I long to coax out a smile from you.
It feels so elusive nowadays.
I haven’t seen it since March
when we were one with the birds.

The day when we sat on the shore,
the sun lighting up your skin.
The only thought in our minds
was that we were free.

Then we were not worried: 
about the rainfall of  April,
about the winds of  May, 
about the heat of  June,
about the uncertainty of  July. 
All that mattered was March.

You don’t feel free anymore,
I’m painfully aware of  that.
Instead you feel tethered by life,
by responsibilities not worth being tethered by.

Tethered by the inherent difficulty of  existing.
It pains me to see them every time I see you,
the chains that bind you to your bed,
that keep you from soaring as we did that day.
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But pretending that they are not there,
claiming that the shackles invisible to me are a hoax,
that the restraints are made of  crepe and weakness
will not remove them from you,
will not free you in the way I wait for you to be free,
will not return us to March.

After all, I’ve come to understand
that imagining spring will not melt the snow, 
that leaving without a raincoat does not halt the hurricane,
that claiming it to be January does not end December.

So instead, I will sit with you,
and we’ll wait for the leather to dissolve
from where it binds your wrists,
and together we will wait until March.
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Plasmatic

 Eleanor Stowe

I am suspended
A ball of  light with purple glowing tendrils

They reach outwards
All warm and electric
Searching the glass
Scanning
Longing
For a connection

When enough links are made
I can relax, strong
Suspended and held
Like I’m on a high ropes adventure course
Swinging through treetops
But safe with my harness

But when there is no one
No thing
Touching my glass

I am still
I search and scan the void
Empty and blind
Like an ancient old spider from a novel I read
Slowly, I fester
Until all that’s left
Is darkness and
Hunger
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John Cage Writes ‘Tacit’

 Eleanor Stowe

The  anechoic  chamber  with its  many        ridges
            spaced       so    there        is no
                                                         sound.
 I  stood     there                 living        organism
     that    I    am,
     there   should  have  been
       silence,
  and yet     I  heard      my     body.

         Pen          above           paper,
                                                     deep               pause.

          I     so      want    people    to   listen!
                                              I write:

I
Tacit

II
Tacit

III
Tacit

 Maybe     through         its  performance
         the musicians,
                                              tools   of    the    composers,
                                              servants   to   the    smug   audience,
        will     hear
                                  themselves.
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New Releases

All True Heavens by Tim Moder 
(Alien Buddha Press) contains 33 
poems of  transformation. They are 
naive and playful, hopeful, some-
times angry and broken. In their 
confusion they celebrate the joy of  
words, friendships, and memories 
seen through a screen of  many 
years. The poems read together are 
meant to explore masculine be-
coming feminine, then something 
different that includes both. Most 
of  the poems in All True Heavens 
were started when I was a kid in 
my late teens/early twenties in and 
out of  treatment centers, psych 
wards, and court rooms. I took 

them out of  the drawer and finished them when I was fifty. I tried 
to keep them as true to the kids’ voice as I much as I remember it. 
It is his book more than it is mine.  Tim Moder

Tim Moder has a way with words. His long open lines, his imag-
ery, his occasional turn at the end of  the poem, or a quick-step in 
the final lines. The poems are solid. His book has a bod, has meat 
to it. You should read him.  Robert Allen 

Available at timmoder.com and amazon.com
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New Releases

In Lift the Mask, join Kristin in 
her poetic and heartfelt musings 
on life, parenting, and faith, told 
through the lens of  a chronically 
ill and disabled mom. The poems 
and lyrical prose included in this 
chapbook provide an honest look 
inside Kristin’s journey as she 
became progressively sicker and 
more dedicated to writing. All are 
inspired by one-word prompts 
and told in 240 characters or less.

Available at kristinhoulihan.com

Kristin Houlihan is a newly-disabled, chronically-ill edi-
tor-turned-writer. She writes (mostly) poetry to make sense of  and 
share her experiences from bedridden life with Myalgic Enceph-
alomyelitis. Kristin is blessed to share her life and home with her 
favorite five people: her husband and four children, who are an 
endless source of  support and joy. She love books, the ocean, and 
listening to her family laugh together. Her poetry appears in Pad-
dler Press, Wishbone Words, Corporeal Litmag, and Full Mood, 
among others. Visit her website at kristinhoulihan.com or chat on 
Twitter @theedifyingword
.
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New Releases

Shouting at Crows (Alien Buddha 
Press) is Sadie Maskery’s first full 
collection, developing the themes 
of  her debut chapbook, Push ... the 
boundaries between dreamscapes 
and landscapes, love, loss, laughter 
and lies. Poetry to read to the mon-
sters under your bed.

Haunting, punchy Shaman songs 
both sparse and rich, you’ll find 
a few ghosts that are not easy to 
brush aside after reading. Robin 
Ince, BBC presenter and author, review-
ing Push.

Available at amazon.com

Sadie Maskery lives in Scotland by the sea. She can be found on 
Twitter as @saccharinequeen and Mastodon @sadiem@mast-
odon.me.uk
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New Releases

In this urgent, timely collection, A 
Poet (Alien Buddha Press) Kelsey skill-
fully illustrates the often interrelated 
layers of  contemporary womanhood 
as girl, mother, teacher, and poet. 
There is an energetic empathy for 
her surroundings, even aware of  the 
carpenters who brave harsh condi-
tions in order to build a roller coaster 
which we ride merely for enjoyment. 
In Requiem for an Average Woman 
Kelsey reclaims self-love as essential 
in an otherwise superficial world and 
arrives at a sense of  empowerment. 
Kelsey’s teacher’s voice and vision, 

too, appreciates the unique traits of  a late student who pauses for 
a colorful bean bag in the middle of  the street, instead of  wor-
rying about going to class on time. Underneath it all, at its core, 
there is a sharp conscience: a humanity, a sage, a warrior, an artist. 
Go read this book! Jose Hernandez Diaz, author of  The Fire Eater and 
the forthcoming Bad Mexican, Bad American

Candice Kelsey [she/her] is a poet, educator, and activist in Geor-
gia. She serves as a mentor with PEN America’s Prison Writing 
Program; her work appears in Paddler Press, Poet Lore, and The 
Worcester Review among other journals. Recently, Candice was cho-
sen as a finalist in Iowa Review’s Poetry Contest and nominated for 
a Best Microfiction. Her third book of  poems releases in March 
of  ‘23 (Pine Row Press). She loves 80s detective shows, Puccini, and 
dismantling fatphobia. Find her @candice-kelsey-7 or @candice-
kelsey1 and www.candicemkelseypoet.com.



Contributor Biographies

Eric Abalajon is currently a lecturer at the University of  the Philippines Vi-
sayas, Iloilo. Recently his poems are included in the collections Sobbing in Sea-
food City (Sampaguita Press, 2022) and Footprints: An Anthology of  New Ecopoetry 
(Broken Sleep Books, 2022). He can be found on Instagram at @jacob_laneria, 
and on Twitter at @JLaneria. He lives near Iloilo City. 

Helen Anderson writes in a small town on the North East coast of  England 
and has an MA in Creative Writing from Teesside University. She is fascinat-
ed by the therapeutic potential of  words, and by poetry’s power to connect 
people. Her debut poetry pamphlet Sagrada Familia is to be published by Nine 
Pens Press in December 2022.

Princess Arjhel Alberto is an artist, writer, and teacher from Southeast 
Asia. Her literary and artworks have appeared in numerous places, including 
Lañguér: Pangasinan Youth Zine, Visual-Verse, The Quartz Journal, and have also 
been shortlisted in the forthcoming Kimata Literary Journal. She finds joy in 
creating and believes in the power of  storytelling, whichever form it is.

Alison Birch started writing at age nine and was selected by her teachers to 
attend a young writer’s conference at the age of  ten. Shortly after she be-
gan writing short stories and poetry. She has enjoyed learning from writers, 
teachers, and professors all throughout her life. She has a B.A. in Elementary 
Education, a Master’s in Education and Reading Literacy, and is in process of  
finishing a Doctorate in Education. Helen has taught at both the elementary 
and university levels.

John Brantingham was Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks’ first 
poet laureate. His work has been featured in hundreds of  magazines. He 
has nineteen books of  poetry and fiction including his latest, Life: Orange to 
Pear (Bamboo Dart Press). He lives in Jamestown, New York.

Annie Cowell lives by the sea in Cyprus with her husband and rescue dogs. 
She has had poems published in Popshot Quarterly, The Milk House, Gastropoda 
and more. She is a BOTN 2023 nominee. Her debut chapbook Birth Mote(s) 
was published by Alien Buddha Press this summer. Her second book, Splashing 
Pink, will be published by Hedgehog Press next spring. Twitter: @AnnieCowell3

Steve Denehan lives in Kildare, Ireland with his wife Eimear and daughter 
Robin. He is the author of  two chapbooks and four poetry collections. Win-
ner of  the Anthony Cronin Poetry Award and twice winner of  Irish Times’ New 
Irish Writing, his numerous publication credits include Poetry Ireland Review and 
Westerly.



Nolcha Fox’s poems have been published in Lothlorien Poetry Journal, Alien 
Buddha Zine, Medusa’s Kitchen, and others. Her poetry books are available on 
Amazon. Nominee for 2023 Best of  The Net. Editor for Kiss My Poetry and for 
Open Arts Forum. Accidental interviewer/reviewer. Faker of  fake news. 
Website:  https://bit.ly/3bT9tYu

Jennifer Frankum is a retired high school teacher in the snowbelt of  Bruce 
County, Ontario. She writes each morning, types in the library most after-
noons, and naps when necessary. She is overjoyed to have been nominated 
for a Pushcart Prize this year.

Scott Grigsby-Lehmann has been coaxing words to play together creative-
ly for decades. His favourite forms of  creative expression are photography, 
playing the piano and guitar, journalling and writing poetry, especially Jap-
anese Haiku. Scott is a passionate outdoors person and with his wife and 
adventure partner, Mary and their Golden-Doodle Luna continues to explore 
Wonder-Full and Inspiringly diverse places locally and globally from their 
home in Fergus, Ontario. His love of  astronomy continues to hinder a regu-
lar sleeping pattern. (scott.grigsbylehmann@gmail.com)

Ellen Harrold is an artist focused on the human connection to science and 
nature. She is currently completing a masters degree in Art, Science, and 
Visual thinking at Dundee University and has recieved a bachelors degree in 
Fine Art from IADT in Dublin. A core aspect of  her practice is the use of  
painting, drawing, text, and textiles to explore the connection between decay 
and renewal in the fundamental structure of  the world around us. At the mo-
ment she is focused on how scientific understanding was, and continues to 
be understood through the lens of  art and storytelling. She has taken part in 
IADT student shows such as New Translations in IMMA (2019), On Show 
in IADT (2022) and Propositions in IADT (2022).

Jean Janicke is an economist, coach, and writer living in Washington, DC.  
Her work has appeared in Green Ink Poetry, Honeyguide Literary Magazine, and 
Minnow Literary Magazine.

Fred Johnson is a writer and photographer from southern England. He’s 
currently enrolled on the Creative Writing and Environment MFA pro-
gramme at Iowa State University, where he writes poetry and plays and 
teaches composition. You can see more of  his photographs on Instagram @
fredbobjohn and @looking_at_iowa.

Bethany Jarmul is a writer, editor, and poet. Her work has appeared in 
numerous literary magazines and been nominated for Best of  the Net and Best 
Spiritual Literature. She earned first place in Women On Writing’s Q2 2022 essay 



contest. Bethany enjoys chai lattes, nature walks, and memoirs. She lives near 
Pittsburgh with her family. Connect with her at bethanyjarmul.com or on 
Twitter: @BethanyJarmul.

Janis La Couvée (she/her) is a writer and poet with a love of  wild green 
spaces. She resides in Campbell River, Vancouver Island, British Columbia 
on the territory of  the Wei Wai Kum, We Wai Kai and Kwiakah First Nations 
and is dedicated to conservation efforts and exploring the great outdoors.  
Her poems have been featured by Feral Poetry Island Writer, Humana Obscura, 
Van Isle Poetry Collective, pocket lint and WordSpring Society of  the Arts. Find her 
at: janislacouvee.com Twitter: @lacouvee Facebook: JanisLaCouveeOnline

Kelsey Lister is an emerging poet residing in Alberta, Canada. She has work 
appearing or forthcoming in Maudlin House, Selenite Press, Roi Fainéant Press & 
others. Twitter: @Stolencoat

Dave Maze is a teacher based in Toronto. He creates safe spaces of  deep 
listening and thinks the world needs more men who find strength in vulnera-
bility. He wishes to focus on shifting the way he is as a person. He fosters his 
own growth and development to not only achieve his potential, but to em-
power others to see (and act) on theirs. His poetry has been published in the 
program for Symphonie Fantastique performed by The Richmond Hill Philhar-
monic Orchestra, in The Academy of  the Heart and Mind, and posted regularly 
on Instagram (@mazetheauthor).

Rosanna McGlone is an Anglo/Irish/Australian writer and journalist 
currently based in the UK. Her writing has appeared in, amongst others, 
The Guardian, The Australian, The Sydney Morning Herald and on Salon.com.  She 
recently received Arts Council Funding to write a book, The Process of  Poetry, 
(January 2024) working with leading UK poets to explore the development 
of  a poem from an early to a final draft. Twitter: @RosannaMcGlone

Sarah Nicholson enjoys writing Flash Fiction and short CNF pieces. With 
stories published on paragraph.planet.com and fiveminutelit.com, she is currently 
writing her memoir in flash, challenging herself  to write one hundred pieces 
of  creative non-fiction, each exactly one hundred words long. Follow her on 
Twitter @reravelling to find out if  she succeeds.

Mitchell Nobis is a writer and K-12 teacher in Metro Detroit. His poetry 
has appeared in Whale Road Review, The Night Heron Barks, Moist Poetry Journal, 
and others. He facilitates Teachers as Poets for the National Writing Project 
and hosts the Wednesday Night Sessions reading series. Find him at @Mitch-
Nobis & mitchnobis.com or falling apart on a basketball court.



Lauren Paré is a writer, federal public servant, and non-practicing lawyer. 
She studied English at the University of  Toronto and Law at the University 
of  Ottawa. She is currently pursuing her Creative Writing Certificate at the 
University of  Toronto School of  Continuing Studies. Her work is forthcom-
ing in Pinhole Poetry. In her spare time, she enjoys drinking tea, petting dogs, 
and baking. She lives in Peterborough, Ontario, on the treaty and traditional 
territory of  the Mississauga Anishinaabeg.  

Ren Pike grew up in Newfoundland. Through sheer luck, she was born into 
a family who understood the exceptional value of  a library card. When she is 
not writing, she wrangles data in Calgary, Canada.  pike.headstaller.com

Madhushala Senaratne is a mum of  two boys. Having completed her PhD 
recently, where she explored storytelling practices within relief  and develop-
ment organisations, she now works as a lecturer in media and international 
development. She loves writing poetry on motherhood and raising boys, and 
has published both academic and creative pieces.

Daisy Solace is a 20 year old queer woman who loves cats, the sun, and all 
things warm. She’s had work published through Rising Phoenix Press and is 
also an aspiring novelist.

Eleanor Stowe was a runner up in the Poetry Society’s Schools’ Competition 
(2001). She had a rather long hiatus from poetry, during which she sang as a 
classical soprano semi-professionally before working as a business analyst. A 
new mum, she enjoys taking her son on adventures. Her work was  recently 
published by Green Ink Poetry.

Ashley J.J. White is a Canadian writer of  poetry, fiction, creative non-fic-
tion, and critical essays. Alongside her creative endeavors, she is also working 
toward a BA in English and chasing around her hilarious toddler. Her Twitter 
handle is @ashleyjjwhite and her words can be found in North by Northeast, 
Rainbow Poems and Rabble, among others. 

Janna Wilson is a Vancouver-based poet, wanderer, and lover of  sunshine, 
beaches, tattoos and music. In the other hours, she works as a program coor-
dinator for the University of  Victoria. Her first chapbook, The Octopus Hunter, 
was published by Leaf  Press in 2010. Twitter: @jannalwilson

Jim Young is an old poet living in The Mumbles, Gower, Wales, UK. He 
does most of  his writing in his beach hut on the Gower peninsula. Jim is 
widely published but is still waiting to be discovered this side of  the grave.



Read Vols. 1-6 or support our small press by ordering your print 
copies at paddlerpress.ca.  These high quality, full colour volumes 

feature poems, CNF, and visual art from international contributors.  

At Paddler Press, We Bring You the Words of  The World. 

Custom art prints, seasonal cards,  
invitations and more! 

jacksoncreekpress.ca 
Genuine letterpress since 2005.

watsonandlou.com
Paddler Press books are available at 
Watson & Lou on Water Street in 

downtown Peterborough.

Your ad could go 
here. 

Visit paddlerpress.ca 
for rates.
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